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Motivation and Aim: the purpose of this work was to analyze the co-expression, possible 
physical interactions, metabolic pathway, and co-localization of genes significantly 
different in expression levels between animals with contrasting behavioral phenotypes, 
gray rats, selected for tame and aggressive behavior for over 40 years (since 1972, more 
than 90 generations) [1].
Methods and Algorithms: Using bioinformatic analysis of RNA sequencing data, lists 
of differentially expressed genes for several brain regions of aggressive and tame rats 
(hippocampus, hypothalamus, mesencephalic tegmentum and periaqueductal gray) were 
compiled. Using the gene network research programs ANdSystem [2] and funGeneNet 
[3], we analyzed 78 genes, the expression level of which was statistically different.
Results: the search for overrepresented processes using PANtHeR and the analysis of 
networks for groups of these genes using FunGeneNet did not reveal a significant excess 
of the number of intergenic links in comparison with random networks.
Conclusion: the results of our analysis can be interpreted as an evidence of a known 
phenomenon, the polygenic determination of behavioral phenotype. In our case, these 
phenotypes are “aggressiveness towards a human” and “non-aggressiveness towards 
a human” in the rats of the studied lines. the resulting absence of direct connections 
between genes with the differential expression in the tame and aggressive rats confirms our 
assumption about a nonlinear interaction of these genes and their complex coordination 
in the manifestation of hereditarily fixed tame or aggressive behavior. Further work is 
planned to identify links of the differentially expressed genes.
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